Megasquirt miata

MM - Mazda Miata, manual transmission. MM - Mazda Miata, manual tranny. You must tune for
boost when starting with these maps if your are running forced induction. They work GREAT
with the MSPNP, and you've you're building up a DIY setup for a similar car you'll find some
value here as well probably, but if you're board is setup differently you could damage
something by using our maps as a shortcut to learning exactly what your car needs with your
DIY setup as it can be a bit different especially ignition settings, which when incorrect can toast
ignitors and coils. Also If you're using a different IAC transistor, which you most likely are, then
the MSPNP settings will not be just right for your car either and will likely make the valve do
funky things. Other settings will likely be off as well. MegaSquirt forums and resources. Visit
our YouTube channel. All firmware files are included. Suggestions, questions comments?
Factory support email MegaSquirt forums and resources Miataturbo. Email Address: Password:
Remember Me. Create an account Forgot Password? Privacy Policy Shipping Policy Sitemap.
Your cart is empty. Email Address:. Password: Remember Me. Easy to Use and Install! Email
this page to a friend. Average install time is under 1 hour! Base map is pre-loaded to help your
engine start on the first turn of the key Real time tuning and data logging with a laptop
connection 8 GB internal data logging with built in SD card Supports most aftermarket
wideband sensors Fully Tunable Engine Control! Allows removal of stock airflow meter
Advanced Feature Set Included! Change fuel and spark maps on the fly for different fuels,
nitrous activation, etc. Input for flex fuel sensor â€” switch between E85 and gasoline on the fly!
I have swapped a different year engine, will this still work? Is this all that I need to get started
tuning my Miata? This is a complete package, including USB adapter. But there are some
accessories you may want to use to get the most out of this unit. The MSPNP Gen 2 will provide
fuel and ignition control, plus some basic race features such as launch control and boost
control. The MSPNP Pro adds a number of advanced features, such as: Programmable
alternator voltage control that you can adjust through TunerStudio VVT control for ''05 engine
swaps Sequential spark control for coil per plug conversions Eight fuel channels to allow for a
fifth injector control or staged sequential injection Boost by gear or ground speed Timed boost
delay and spark retard activated by launch control Traction control Rally style anti-lag
Advanced flex fuel support that allows blending almost all fuel and ignition tables based on fuel
composition Progressive nitrous control. These are the proper GM-style sensors for use with
the MegaSquirt line of ECUs and include a 6" wire pig-tail with weatherproof connector. This
one can be welded to either stainless or mild steel. Comes with galvanized steel plug as well.
The PowerSafe gauges combine a patented DirectDigital O2 sensor control technology with
application specific sensors, an OLED display, and a smart safety override circuit. Login to rate
or review this product. Fully Plug and Play Installation â€” No wiring required for basic
functionality. Base map is pre-loaded to help your engine start on the first turn of the key Real
time tuning and data logging with a laptop connection 8 GB internal data logging with built in
SD card Supports most aftermarket wideband sensors. Fully Tunable Engine Control! Allows
removal of stock airflow meter. Advanced Feature Set Included! What you get in the box:. Where
is this product assembled? Professional tuning highly recommended. Email this page to a
friend. Average install time is under 1 hour! Base map is pre-loaded to help your engine start on
the first turn of the key Real time tuning and data logging with a laptop connection Supports
most aftermarket wideband sensors Fully Tunable Engine Control! Allows removal of stock
airflow meter Advanced Feature Set Included! Table switching input. Change fuel and spark
maps on the fly for different fuels, nitrous activation, etc. Input for flex fuel sensor â€” switch
between E85 and gasoline on the fly! I have swapped a different year engine, will this still work?
Is this all that I need to get started tuning my Miata? However, there are several other things you
may wish to add to use this unit to its full potential. This unit does not support VVT. The MSPNP
Gen 2 will provide fuel and ignition control, plus some basic race features such as launch
control and boost control. The MSPNP Pro adds a number of advanced features, such as:
Programmable alternator voltage control that you can adjust through TunerStudio VVT control
for ''05 engine swaps Sequential spark control for coil per plug conversions Eight fuel channels
to allow for a fifth injector control or staged sequential injection Boost by gear or ground speed
Timed boost delay and spark retard activated by launch control Traction control Rally style
anti-lag Advanced flex fuel support that allows blending almost all fuel and ignition tables based
on fuel composition Progressive nitrous control. These are the proper GM-style sensors for use
with the MegaSquirt line of ECUs and include a 6" wire pig-tail with weatherproof connector.
This one can be welded to either stainless or mild steel. Comes with galvanized steel plug as
well. The PowerSafe gauges combine a patented DirectDigital O2 sensor control technology
with application specific sensors, an OLED display, and a smart safety override circuit. Login to
rate or review this product. Select Year Model Fully Plug and Play Installation â€” No wiring
required for basic functionality. Base map is pre-loaded to help your engine start on the first

turn of the key Real time tuning and data logging with a laptop connection Supports most
aftermarket wideband sensors. Fully Tunable Engine Control! Allows removal of stock airflow
meter. Advanced Feature Set Included! What you get in the box:. Where is this product
assembled? Please read all documentation before installing your MegaSquirtPNP EMS, and
verify you've followed all steps before starting your engine for the first time. You should not put
it back in when you finish installation. We've beefed up the Gen 2 MSPNP so it is less likely to
be damaged by failing to remove the fuse, but it is not intended to be run like this. Remove the
right hand door trim panel. Pull back the carpet to expose the ECU cover panel at the front of
the foot well. Unbolt the ECU cover panel. It's held in place with four nuts and a bolt at the top
right. There's a small pop-in fastener holding the harness to the ECU frame that will come out
when you squeeze it. Needle nose pliers will help with removing this. Remove the wiring
harness from the ECU. Do this carefully and you'll do no damage to your stock harness or ECU.
Now it is time to route the MAP line. Mazda happens to have provided a plug behind the
windshield washer reservoir that's about the perfect size for the MAP hose. Pop the plug out
and drill a hole in it. The hole should be just large enough to run the hose through. Don't use a
knife like we did; carefully use a drill bit. Run the hose halfway through the plug. This next step
is much easier if you have two people, one feeding the hose in from the engine compartment
side and the other one pulling from the passenger compartment. Feed the hose in through the
hole in the engine compartment. Have someone else reach up behind the firewall insulation and
feel for the hole; it's about as far to the right as it's possible to reach. You will probably find the
hose before you find the hole. From the engine side, stick a screwdriver thru the hole pointing
down, use it to push the insulation back a bit. From inside have someone feel behind the
insulation for the screwdriver, this will help them to locate the hole. From the engine side,
remove the screwdriver and push the hose thru the hole and down. Feed it thru while someone
pulls it thru from the inside. Route the hose under the hood to the front of the intake manifold.
You will need to make sure the hose does not have any chance to catch in the throttle linkage,
pulleys, and belts, and make sure it's not pinched by the headlight mechanism when they're
raised or lowered. Basically remove extra slack and make sure to avoid any moving parts. This
blue line shows a suggested route. Cut the MAP hose to length and connect it to the nipple
behind the throttle body as shown. Note that on some cars, we've seen a more stable MAP
signal reading if you tee off the fuel pressure regulator at the rear of the manifold. Connect the
tuning cable to the MSPNP and route it under the transmission tunnel trim or another place that
will let you reach it for tuning. At this point, it is safe to power the ECU up, but please make sure
you load the appropriate startup map for your specific engine before attempting to start the
vehicle. Using the wrong startup map may result in a no-start condition, or even engine damage
if the engine is driven hard before the correct map is loaded. While you can adjust the timing in
the same manner as you would with a stock ECU, by adjusting the cam angle sensor, MSPNP
gives you another option: adjust the trigger angle within TunerStudio under the spark settings.
Increase the trigger angle to retard the spark, or decrease it to advance the spark. Adjust the
number until the timing is at 10 degrees. TunerStudio lets you adjust the trigger angle from 0 to
20 degrees. If the trigger angle is out of this range, you should rotate the cam angle sensor to
give you more trigger angle. The above picture shows the location of the cam angle sensor for
adjusting the timing the conventional way or if you need to adjust the sensor to obtain a better
trigger angle. Use a 12 mm wrench to loosen the bolt holding the sensor in place so you can
adjust the sensor position. If you use this method for adjusting the timing advance, set the
trigger angle to 10 degrees in TunerStudio and turn the cam angle sensor until the timing is at a
steady 10 degrees BTDC, then lock the cam angle sensor back down there and check the timing
with the light to make sure the CAS didn't slip. If you run out of adjustment, use the trigger
angle setting in TunerStudio to get the correct timing. The timing marks are on the front of the
engine. The timing mark on the crank pulley may be hard to see; a dab of white paint down
inside the mark wipe off the excess can help here. The fan will come on whenever this output is
on. Note that if the factory thermoswitch is plugged in, the thermoswitch can also activate the
fan whether the MSPNP has commanded it to turn on or not, and vice versa - an "on" command
from either the MSPNP or the thermoswitch will override an "off" command from the other.
Since the MSPNP is speed density, you don't need to have the restictive factory air flow meter in
place. We've found gains of 3 to 5 horsepower by replacing the air flow meter with a length of
straight pipe. This does require one wiring change, as there's an air temperature sensor in
there. This sensor connects to the first and sixth pins on the IAT connector, as shown in the
graphic below. IAT sensors have no polarity, so it does not matter which wire you connect to
which pin. You can poke wires into the AFM connector, or you can cut and splice. The wires
should then be folded down over the edge of the AFM connector, and the whole assembly firmly
and cleanly wrapped in high quality electrical tape sealing it up. After installing the IAT, turn the

ignition key on but do not start the engine. Go to the Tools menu and select Calibrate
Thermistor Tables. Select Air Temperature Sensor. Leave the bias resistor setting at Click Write
to Controller. The IAT needs to be located where it will pick up the air temperature after anything
in the intake that changes air temperature. So if you are using forced induction, it needs to be
downstream of the turbo or supercharger and the intercooler. Here is a picture of an IAT sensor
installed in a naturally aspirated car, with a cone filter taking the place of the stock airbox. You
need to know the air temp as it's entering the engine, nothing else will do us much good. After
you delete the AFM, install an IAT sensor in the location pictured above which is just before the
throttle body inlet. The IAT needs to measure the air temperature as it's entering the engine, not
the ambient air temperature in the engine bay as would be measured by the AFM. Only by
placing the IAT just before the throttle body can an accurate air temperature measurement be
taken AFTER the compressor has heated the air, and the intercooler has cooled it. Accurate air
temps are needed for proper fueling and ignition advance calculations. No internal
modifications are necessary, unlike the Gen 1. Here is the pinout to use if you wish to convert to
a variable TPS. Observe the resistance as the throttle opens and closes. Each pair of pins will
behave differently:. The resistance between the 5 volt and ground pins will remain constant. The
resistance between the ground and signal pins will be low with the throttle closed and high with
the throttle wide open. The resistance between the 5 volt and signal pins will be high with the
throttle closed and low with the throttle wide open. Using these rules, you can establish which
pin on the TPS goes to which wire. Note that we have not been able to find a TPS that plugs
directly into the factory wiring and matches both the plug and the pinout, so you will need to do
a bit of splicing to make this OPTIONAL modification. It's secured in place with 4 philips head
screws. Note, the silk screen printing may be somewhat obsured. Install a pull-off jumper in this
location, then reinstall the top cover. The maximum reading is and the minimum reading is 0,
but it's rare for a TPS to cover the entire range. It's more common to see the closed throttle
reading in the 0 to range and the full throttle in the to range, but as long as the full throttle is
more than the closed throttle by counts or more, the TPS is functional. If the full throttle count is
less than the closed throttle count, switch the ground and reference voltage wires. Once you
have obtained adequate numbers, click the Accept button and it will save the values to the ECU.
You will need to wire up the injectors using this pinout for ''92 and '93 Federal models. If you
need to recalibrate your temperature sensors, such as after loading firmware, here are the
values to use for the stock sensors. These are accessible by removing the top cover and are
indicated as depicted below:. Default settings indicated in red. This should be installed on
Miatas and Miatas with a modified TPS that generates a variable signal. However, the option is
given to allow the engine sensors to be grounded directly to the chassis. If this jumper is left
off, the thermoswitch located on the thermostat housing will automatically cycle the cooling fan.
Reinstall the ECU cover panel and the carpet. ECU connector pin. TPS connector pin. Wire
color. ECU pin. Temperature degrees F. Temperature degrees C. Resistance Ohms. Condition
Default. The outer ring of holes is read by an optical sensor and then sent across a wire to the
ECU and referred to as the CKP signal. Likewise the inner ring with two holes is also read by an
optical sensor, sent across a wire to the ECU and is referred to as the CMP signal. Some years
used a Hall effect signal instead of an optical sensor, with a pair of stamped steel trigger
wheels. Although this one looks different, the signals are the same from an electrical
standpoint. All of my MS-II ready relay cables have this wire in place. Then use needle-nose to
hold the resistor lead to pin 11 and solder it to the pin. Do not connect to the leg of D9 itself â€”
you will be using a small hole in between D9 and R Once again raise this just enough off of the
PCB to prevent it from shorting with any of the leads sticking out on the board. Solder a length
of wire to a 0. The second hole from the bottom on the JP1 header is a good ground point. First
off when you build up the PCB3. Then use needle-nose pliers to hold the resistor lead to pin 11
and solder it to the pin. Skip the Spark output section below as well as the ignition and dwell
settings. Now comes the fun partsâ€¦ wire up the injectors! If you use new injector connectors
and new wiring from the MegaSquirt it will be easy to swap from factory ECU control of the
injectors to MegaSquirt control and back if you need to while you work out your tuning. All
versions wiring diagrams can be found here. Decision timeâ€” use the stock ignitors or use
dual BIP coil drivers. The above info is for the PCBv3. For a V3. And you should enable Dwell
Control. This way, whatever timing Megasquirt is commanding is actually happening. These
should get you very close if not right onâ€¦.. Based on the cars when using the mods described
on this page. If you are using different ignition modifications that what is described on this page
these settings may need to be different. Proper dwell settings are very important as well. These
should only be used as base maps and tuning will be required for your car! Do not just load
these and go for a WOT run! Miata Ignition Advance Map. These settings were carefully selected
on a vehicle using a scope, and daily driven for a couple of weeks. They should work pretty well

for you. This is as simple as unplugging the ignitor s , flashing the firmware, reloading your. The
software calls this 4G63 mode as this is also used on the Mitsubishi 4G The potential trouble
spot can happen if you mix and match write-ups. This article uses a different pinout for the MS2
than the MS1. Bend the other end to JS10 and solder it in place. When modifying the V3. Put the
JP1 jumper in the position, and J1 in the position. Solder a 1K resistor in the R57 slot, above
JP1. This will condition the board to use the stock ignitors and coil packs. Take each resistor
and cut off all but about an inch lead on each side, hook both ends and loop them around the
pins that were already soldered. The picture below shows where they go Note: In this picture
they are marked as 1K resistors. The resistor goes from the 5v side of each resistor to the
negative leg of the respective LED. This is then brought over to the db37 with two lengths of
wire one for each. This board already has a 1K pull up on the spark outputs. Spark output must
be set to going low with these mods. Note: MS3-Pro installation is covered in section 5. For
more information, see the MS3 manua
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l on 4G63 mode. Check out our 91 Miata Turbo project car at this link. Tune it right. Tune it for
less. Tune it Yourself. Website built by Creative Combustion. We are open and shipping! Hi,
Guest! Welcome Guest Login Register. Plug and Play Solution available here. Fuel Only
Installation Skip the Spark output section below as well as the ignition and dwell settings. What
about everything else??? Dwell settings for 1. Board version V3. There are some other output
mods floating around out there that use the opposite setting. This one has much fewer mods
required. You will just need to do the following: Make sure the main board is set up for VR input.
On a V3. The CKP input also needs a pull up. You can either put this in place externally or
internally. For an external pull up, run a 1K resistor from pin 26 to pin 24 on the main board. For
an internal pull up on a V3. Sign-up Now. Keep up with us. Create a new list. The mods in this
article require the spark output to be set to going low.

